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Introduction  

The Australian Hotels Association (SA) welcomes this inquiry and the opportunity it provides to 

highlight the many harm minimisation strategies embraced by the Industry in South Australia. 

Background – who we are 

The Australian Hotels Association – South Australian Branch (AHA-SA) is one of the oldest 

employer based associations in South Australia, having operated continuously since 1873 and 

is the South Australian Branch of the national Australian Hotels Association. The Association’s 

role is to represent and promote the interests of hotels throughout the state. The AHA-SA 

members account for more than 85% of the hotel industry in SA. They range from small 

country pubs to five-star hotels and resorts.  

AHA-SA members are generally the operators of the business undertaking allowed by the 

Hotel/Special Circumstance liquor licence as per the Liquor Licensing Act 1997. They include 

sole traders and partnerships, incorporated associations, trusts, limited and proprietary limited 

companies. The ownership of these structures are subsequently made up of individuals, 

extended and multi-generational families, partnerships, national corporations, investment 

companies (domestic, national and international), superannuation funds, superannuants, 

shareholders, venture capitalists and community-based ‘not-for profit’ ownership structures. 

Economic Profile - *Figures obtained from McGregor Tan Marketing Survey of SA Hotels 

� Employment of up to 24,000 in South Australia * 

� Jobs created since introduction of gaming: 4400 * 

� Capital and commercial value: $4.1 billion*  

� Annual support to charities, sport/community groups: $9 million plus.* 

� Annual live band performances: 21,000 * 

� Expenditure on hotel redevelopments since introduction of gaming: $563 million 

Each year, retail sales exceed $1.7 billion with the public buying: 

� nearly 28 million meals * 

� more than 80 million litres of beer * 

� more than 12 million litres of wine (1.2 billion standard glasses)*  

� more than 3.5 million cups of coffee * 

� more than 6 million litres of soft drink* 

Each year, hotels pay: 

� Gaming tax: $295.04 million to the State Government plus an additional $68.96 

million in GST in 2007/08.  

� Payroll: $396 million*  

� Payroll tax: $32 million*  
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� Electricity/gas: $29.3 million* 

� Local government rates: $10 million*  

� Water rates: $5.8 million* 

Culture of Responsibility 

The AHA-SA has demonstrated a strong commitment to encouraging and fostering a ‘culture of 

responsibility’ since the introduction of gaming machines in July 1994. Early initiatives included 

consumer education and awareness through the AHA-SA Smart Play consumer publication in 

1996 (at that time Professor Mark Dickerson, then the Executive Director of the Australian 

Institute of Gambling Research, suggested that the “initiative has the potential to set the standard 

for the industry in all States” - Advertiser 05/11/1995), to the establishment of the Industry’s 

voluntary Code of Practice launched in 1998 with the endorsement of the regulator, (OLGC) 

and the welfare sector and that subsequently formed the basis of current mandatory codes. 

The Industry also facilitated the establishment of the Gamblers Rehabilitation Fund (GRF) in 

1994 as the then exclusive (as in only) contributor of funding. That first voluntary contribution 

to the GRF totalled $1million in 1994 and was the sole source of funds for the ‘Break Even’ 

counselling network (now called Gambling Help Services) for many years. The most recent 

South Australian based initiatives are detail from page 10 of this submission. The Industry’s 

leadership in the area of harm minimisation strategies is widely acknowledged by State 

Government, regulators and the welfare sector. 

The South Australian Gaming Industry 

Gaming commenced in Hotels and Licensed clubs on 25th July 1994. While the South Australian 

Gaming Industry shares the private ownership characteristics of other Australian gaming states 

and territories (including Victoria from 2012), it has evolved in several distinctive ways and 

has a number of unique characteristics. They are; 

Eligibility & Ownership 

• All Hotels and Clubs are eligible to apply for a Gaming Machine Licence 

• Maximum machines numbers set at  a maximum of 40 per venue (Hotel or Club) 

• Venue ownership model i.e. venue must buy/own machine 

SA Machine Characteristics 

• $1 Coin operated only ($1, 20c, 10c, 5c, 2c, 1c games) N.B. no note/bill acceptors in 

Hotels, Clubs or Casino in South Australia 

• Maximum bet $10 per game (Multi-line, multi-bet)  

• Maximum prize $10,000 (Hotels/Clubs) 

• No linked Jackpots (Hotels/Clubs) 

Central Monitoring 

• A Central Monitoring System in place from commencement of gaming on 25th July 1994.  
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• The independent Gaming Corporation Ltd (IGC) was established by the hotel and club 

industry in SA to provide a secure, centralised computer monitoring facility for the 

management of gaming machines in hotels and clubs.  

• The IGC Ltd was granted 1st right to apply for a sole monitor licence in the Gaming 

Legislation passed by Parliament in May 1992 and the IGC Ltd was subsequently licensed 

as sole SA central gaming monitor on 7th December 1993.  

• IGC is a company limited by guarantee, has 2 members, the AHA-SA & Clubs SA (the 

Licensed Clubs Association of SA) and its Governing Board is made up of 2 AHA-SA, 2 

Clubs SA and 3 independent directors 

• The IGC Ltd has continuously funded the States Gamblers Rehabilitation Fund (GRF) up to 

$1.5m p.a. since its inception in 1994, this remains a voluntary contribution. IGC Ltd’s total 

contribution to the GRF since 1994 is $20.5 million. This annual commitment has been 

increased by a further $500,000 per annum from 2008/09 to further assist and resource  

‘help agencies’ to work with Industry including Industry Early Intervention Agencies, 

Gaming Care and Club Safe, in supporting venues, their staff and customers in relation to 

problem gambling issues.  This contribution to the GRF is voluntary and is in addition to the 

gaming machine taxation paid by gaming venues to the State Government. The current 

funding available to the GRF is $5.945m, of which $3.845m per annum comes from 

Gaming Tax hypothecation, $2m is a voluntary contribution from the Hotel and Club sector 

via IGC Ltd and $100,000 is provided by the Adelaide Casino. No other gambling code 

contributes to the South Australian GRF. 

•  The IGC Ltd also funds the Hotel and Club Sectors Early Intervention Agency’s known as 

Gaming Care – Hotels (see page 11) and Club Safe to approx $1.1 million per annum.  

•  In addition, the IGC Ltd supports various community, sporting and charitable causes to 

approximately $600,000 p.a. on behalf of the Industry. Total contribution is $7.2m to 

date. 

Gaming Care (the Hotel Industry’s Early Intervention Agency) - See page 11 for full details 

• Gaming Care, the Hotels Responsible Gambling Early Intervention Agency, was 

established as a unique Australia first response to harm minimisation within the Hotel sector.  

• Gaming Care currently employs 8 full time officers and administrators to support the 

Hotel management and staff in identifying and supporting problem gamblers.  

Minister’s Responsible Gambling Working Party (RGWP) – see page 11 for more detail. 

• Gambling Minister Paul Caica MP (to July 2008) created the Responsible Gambling 

Working Party (RGWP) in November 2006.  
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• “Minister Caica says that over the course of the next year, it’s expected the Working Party 

will devise strategies that assist people gambling with electronic gaming machines to ‘pre-

commit’ to spending limits, including the trial of some new approaches.” – Ministerial media 

Release November 2006 

• The RGWP has been established to develop industry measures that support people using 

electronic gaming machines to set limits on their gambling. 

• Hotels (AHA-SA) and Clubs (Clubs SA), SKYCITY Adelaide Casino, counselling 

organisations and the union (LHMU) make up the Working Party. It is chaired by Cheryl 

Vardon, CEO of the Australasian Gaming Council. 

• The RGWP has no regulatory role or status, it advises the Minister but the Minister is not 

obliged to take that advice 

• The resulting key focus areas for the RGWP are:  

• Informed decision-making : Supporting education programs on understanding 

gambling products  

• Money management: Supporting the delivery of a range of financial information for 

customers  

• Player tracking systems: Undertaking a cashier-assisted and venue card trial  

Industry Regulation and Administration 

• The following table depicts the administrative and licensing flow of the South Australian 

Gambling/Gaming Industry 
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Gaming Machine Statistics in South Australia 

Gaming Venues and Gaming Entitlements have decreased from a peak of 597 venues and 

14,855 live machines at November 2004 (OLGC) to 12,722 live machines in 567 venues as at 

December 2008 reflecting the removal of nearly 2200 machines as a result of legislation 

amendments to the Gaming Machines Act that came into force on 1 July 2005. 

Gaming Machine Licence Statistics as at 31st December 2008 

 Live Venues  Live Gaming Machine 
 

Hotels 464 10,187 

Special Circumstances  38 1,372 

Licensed Club 65 1,163 

Totals 567 12,722 

Source: http://www.olgc.sa.gov.au/gaming/statistics/Quarterly_Gaming_Machine_Licence_Statistics_200809_Qtr_2.pdf 

 

The formula for gaming machine removal is reproduced below as is the subsequent impacts on 

the gaming machine profile of SA hotels.  

The Independent Gambling Authority report (IGA - Gaming Machine Numbers Inquiry, provided 

to Minister for Gambling on 22 December 2003) recommended amongst a number of things that 

3,000 gaming machines be removed from the system and that there be a cap on the number 

of gaming machines in South Australia, fixed initially at 12,000 (down from the present 

15,000); a reduction of 20%. This target however was never achievable because the 

Machines per Venue Reduction

Less than 20 No loss

21 to 28 Reduce to 20  

29 and above Lose 8

Machines per Venue Hotels

-before 1/7/05

Hotels

- after 1/7/05

1 to 10 134 (27%) 133 (27.5%)

11 to 20 84 (16.9%) 104 (21.5%)

21 to 30 41 (8.3%) 30 (6.2%)

31-39 19 (3.8%) 217 (44.8%)

40 218 (44%) 0

Total venues 496 484

Average 25.7 per venue 21.7 per venue

0  

otels

r 1/7/05

(27 5%)

Source; OLGC Statistics 
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parliamentary process subsequently exempted Clubs and Community (not-for-profit) hotels 

from the reduction formula. 

The IGA also recommended that a trading system be introduced with the principle purpose to 

reduce the number of venues by allowing licensees to buy machine entitlements up to the 

maximum number of 40, while those wishing to exit the industry would have an opportunity to 

unlock capital value from machines which they no longer desire to use. (IGA Inquiry into 

Management of Gaming Machine Numbers, page 3).  

The parliamentary process ultimately capped the maximum value at $50,000 (effectively a 

$37,500 price as in the case of Hotels, 1 in 4 machine entitlements are forfeited and in the 

case of Clubs, 1 in 4 is transferred to a central club ‘bank’ called Club One and do not 

contribute to the reduction target). The IGA review of the machine reduction process (IGA 

2004 Amendments Inquiry - provided to the Minister for Gambling on 12 September 2007) has 

recommended that the $50,000 cap be removed to stimulate the market. 

Impact of Machine Reduction 
The impact of the reduction was borne exclusively by ‘for profit’ hotels with more than 20 

machines and as a result saw revenue growth contained to approximately .24% for the 12 

months following the reduction. However 2006/07 saw recovery and increased revenue 

growth that was maintained until 1st November 2007. The single biggest impact on NGR has 

been the complete ban on smoking from 1st November 2007. This reduced NGR by over 10% 
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across the board as a direct year on year comparison. This impact on venues was however not 

equally ‘shared’ as many regional operators incurred NGR reductions of as much as 40%. 

That said the impact of smoking bans impacted all venues and has been significant. 

The following table reflects the graph on the previous page (p7) and identifies the 1st full year 

post the machine reduction (aqua/cyan) and the period since the implementation of total 

smoking bans (yellow). 

 
Source: OLGC Statistics 

 

� Conclusion on machine reduction as a strategy to reduce harm in South Australia 

The AHA-SA believes it is important to note that while gambling expenditure or taxation 

figures may generate a level of ‘hysteria’ and even ‘moral panic’ in the media and amongst 

other political and social commentators, they are not accurate indicators of the impact of 

gambling in the community. Not every dollar spent on gambling is a dollar of harm.  

A large number of South Australians legitimately choose to spend some of their income on 

gambling without harming themselves or others.  

The question we ask is should the focus of Government/s and stakeholders be on reducing 

gambling revenue in total because for some it is inherently and morally objectionable as a 

leisure activity or should the focus be on the problem gambler, allowing the majority to enjoy 

their chosen pastime?  

The AHA-SA is inclined to the position that our focus should be exclusively on the issue of the 

serious problem gambler rather than simply looking for strategies to reduce gaming 

expenditure just because some vocal and even high profile anti-gambling advocates see all 

gaming as essentially dire or morally objectionable as a leisure activity. 
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Gaming Machine Tax Rates in South Australia 
The table below details the current tax rates on Net Gaming Revenue (NGR) applied to 

electronic gaming machines in Hotels and Licensed Clubs in South Australia. A different lesser 

tax arrangement is applied to the 950 (approx.) gaming machines operated by the Adelaide 

Casino.  The Hotel and Club tax rates were applicable from 1 July 2003 (see table below). 

Annual NGR ($)

NGR = wins - loses

Hotel

marginal tax 
rate

Clubs
(and ‘Not for Profit’ Hotels)

marginal tax rate

Club tax 
concession

(taxpayer subsidised)

0 – $75,000 0% +GST on NGR 0%+ GST on NGR Same

$75001 – $399,000 27.50%+GST 21% + GST +$21,060

$399,001 – $945,000 37%+GST 28.50% + GST +$67,470

$945,001 – $1,500,000 40.91%+GST 30.91% + GST +$122,970

$1,500,001 – $2,500,000 47.5%+GST 37.5% + GST +$222,970

$2,500,001 – $3,500,000 57%+GST 47% + GST +$322,970

$3,500,000 + 65%+GST 55% + GST

$4,000,000 (example) As above As above +$372,970

 Source: http://www.olgc.sa.gov.au/Gaming/Gaming_Tax/BOOKLET_Gaming_Tax_04_05.pdf 

• Highest Marginal Tax Rate in Australia 

The top marginal tax rate for Hotels at 65% plus GST (i.e. 75% of NGR) is the highest in 

Australia. Licensed Clubs (and Hotels operated by not-for-profit entities) receive a 

concessional rate. However there is no obligation on these organisations that have the benefit 

of this rate to demonstrate (or report or document) any additional community benefit, support 

or contribution as a result of this tax payer subsidised concession. 

• Tax moratorium 

The Gaming Machines Act 1992 also indicates that it is the South Australian Parliament’s 

intention not to review these rates before 30 June 2014 representing a ten year moratorium 

(see extract from Gaming Machines Act 1992 below) 

Part 8—Gaming tax 
71A—Moratorium on increases in rates of gaming tax 
‘It is the intention of Parliament that the rates of gaming tax, as in force at the time of the 

enactment of this section, should not be increased before 30 June 2014.” 
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Average State Gaming Revenue Distribution in South Australia – 2007/08 
The average distribution/share of total NGR based on the most recent complete year of 

trading i.e. 2007 – 08 is reproduced in the table below. Using 2007-08 in this example, the 

total tax paid by the hotel and club industry was $295.04 million to the State Government 

plus an additional $68.96 million in GST (i.e. 10% GST applied to total state-wide NGR of 

$758.46 Million equals $$68.96 million). This was down from a State Tax of $313.85 million 

and GST of $72.05 million in 2006-07 as a result of the introduction of the smoking ban from 

1st November 2007.  

The Industry share for 2007-08 before operating costs was $394.47 million or approximately 

52% of NGR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.olgc.sa.gov.au/gaming/statistics/Quarterly_Statistics_(statewide)_200708.pdf 

 

Recent South Australian Based Industry Initiatives 
� Developing an advanced training package to support venue staff in identifying 

indicators of problem gambling 

The AHA-SA has engaged Paul Delfabbro, co-author of Identifying Problem Gamblers in 

Gambling Venues GRA 2007 to undertake a research project for Gaming Care (and Club Safe). 

The project involves testing in-venue the application of the indicators identified in the GRA 

research report Identifying Problem Gamblers in Gambling Venues.  

The findings of this project are to be utilised as a basis for the development of training for venue 

staff. Such staff development is also considered important to the Responsible Gambling Working 
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Party’s three key focus areas as mentioned earlier and will be particularly beneficial in the 

various trials undertaken through the RGWP. 

� Active participants in the Responsible Gambling Working Party (RGWP) 

The success to date of the RGWP reflects the high level of trust and cooperation that exists 

within the South Australian gaming, government and welfare sector communities. This has resulted 

in the Industry stepping forward and initiating and/or endorsing and participating in a number 

of strategies that include trialling venue-based pre-commitment arrangements.  

It must be emphasised that this is not entered into lightly as the industry’s genuine fear remains 

that some or even many ‘stakeholder’ from the non-government sector see the solution to 

problem gambling as the elimination or harsh and serve restrictions of the industry offering that 

would threaten its economic viability.   

The various trials and concepts being discussed, considered and worked through are being done 

voluntarily and are an initiative of the industry but importantly based on the following criteria.  
 

To gain Industry interest, engagement, participation and support they must be: 

 

Source: RGWP 2nd progress report to the Minister for gambling 
 

� Gaming Care (www.gamingcare.org.au for full details and documentation) 

Gaming Care, the Hotels Responsible Gambling Early Intervention Agency, is one of the most 

significant projects ever undertaken by the hotel industry in SA to address problem gambling 

Cost-effective Efficient within the context of a sustainable industry and venue viability 
 

Evidence-based Relevant research is considered and incorporated where appropriate 
 

Flexible Flexibility of functions is important to meet the needs of a variety of 
customers and venues 
 

Informed choice Accessible information to support choice 
 

Integrated Integrated with existing industry responsible gambling programs i.e. Host 
Responsibility Coordinators, Gaming Care and Club Safe 
 

Long-term Longevity of any new system is highly likely 
 

Privacy Compliance with Commonwealth Privacy Principles 
 

Simple Ease of use is important so that social gamblers are not deterred or 
inconvenienced (particularly important for tourism) 
 

Variety Not just limited to one solution 
 

Voluntary Voluntary for the customer to take up and for the venue to provide 
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and at the time of its establishment in 2005, it was the first scheme of its type in operation in 

Australian hotels.  

Gaming Care’s core business can be summarised as follows: 

� Assist gaming venue owners, licensees, managers and gaming room staff in the early 

identification of, and support for patrons who may be at risk of or experiencing 

difficulties with their gambling behaviour  

� Facilitate open lines of communication with gaming machine venues and gambling help 

services at the local level  

� Assist in developing and promoting initiatives, programs and venue policies designed 

to address problem gambling  

� Provide practical assistance to gaming licensees and managers in relation to 

compliance with regulatory Responsible Gambling and Advertising Codes of Practice  

� Undertake audits to assist gaming venues comply with the regulatory codes of practice 

with a particular focus on patron intervention 

In essence, Gaming Care’s core business is to support the Hotel industry and individual venues, 

their management and staff, to identify problem gamblers and facilitate early access to 

gambling support services by those gamblers i.e. early intervention. See Attachment A 

Independent Gambling Authority (IGA) Recognition of Gaming Care 

� In 2006, South Australia’s Independent Gambling Authority (IGA) in its “2004 Amendments 

Inquiry” Report – page 27, acknowledged the significant commitment made by the 

Industry through the Gaming Care initiative and announced publicly that; 

 “If it were not for the emergency of Gaming Care and Club Safe... the Authority would now 

be recommending further serious machine number reductions directed at achieving a 30% 

reduction in the number of premises with gaming...” 

� Further, the IGA provided exemptions from six second stage code of practice measures 

(introduced from December 1st 2008) for those venues that entered into a formal working 

arrangement with an Approved Intervention Agency (AIA). Gaming Care has been 

approved by the IGA as an AIA. See extract from Codes below; 

2A. Intervention initiatives  
(1) During any period when the gambling provider is a party to, and is fully compliant with 

the terms of, an approved intervention agency agreement, the following provisions of this 

code (the Advertising Code) do not apply to the gambling provider—  

(a) clause 3(1B) 

(b) clause 3(1C) 

(c) clause 3(2)(k) 
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And in the case of the Responsible Gambling Code  

 (a) clause 4A; and  

(b) clause 5A; and  

(c) clause 6A (b). 

(2) For the purposes of this code, an approved intervention agency agreement is an 
agreement—  

(a) between the gambling provider and a body approved for the purpose of this 
clause by the Authority (the “AIA”); and  

(b) which contains the following conditions—  

(i) the gambling provider provides the AIA, its employees and agents with 
free and unrestricted access to the gambling provider’s premises, staff and 
patrons at all times  

(ii) the gambling provider undertakes to its staff that they will in no way be 
the subject of prejudice or unfavourable treatment due to making reports of 
problem gambling behaviour or suspected problem gambling behaviour; and  

(iii) the gambling provider implements such smartcard or pre-commitment 
programs as are approved by the Authority and by the Minister for Gambling; 
and  

(iv) the gambling provider consents to, and facilitates, the comprehensive 
annual and periodic reporting to the Authority by the agency of the agency’s 
activities.  

Source: http://www.iga.sa.gov.au/codesgaming.html 

� In the IGA Annual Report of 2008 (page 2), IGA Presiding Member Alan Moss when 

commenting on new codes of practice that included exemptions for venues, said; 

“These changes, which are formalised through the codes of practice for which the Authority is 

responsible, are changes whose time has come.  

One can imagine the likely responses to the suggestion, if it had been made in 2001 when the 

codes of practice provisions were enacted, that the solution to problem gambling would 

include a team of 10 industry-funded staff*, given unfettered access to gaming premises and 

venue staff and independence of operation from licensees and the industry’s peak bodies.” 

*Gaming Care employ 6 Field Officers, an Executive Officer and administrator, Club safe employ 2 field 

officers and a Manager. 

Gaming Care is an integral part of the South Australian Industry’s response to the issue of 

minimising harm and as a result ensuring the sector is maintained as a socially responsible and 

economically viable industry – see Attachment A (Gaming Care Newsletter No.1 outlining 

organisational goals, structures, vision and expected outcomes). 
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Conclusion 

The Gaming Care initiative together with the key initiatives being undertaken by Industry 

through the Responsible Gambling Working Party (RGWP) and tasks such as the AHA-SA/Paul 

Delfabbro research project would suggest that the level of cooperation and objective 

exchange that occurs in this jurisdiction is unique and as a consequence delivers excellent levels 

of collaboration that leads to improved outcomes. 

However the key to such cooperation and collaboration from an Industry perspective is the 

acceptance by all stakeholders of the legitimacy of the Industry and its ultimate continuation as 

a socially responsible and economically viable Industry. 
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